Make a Transfer

With Patelco Online™, it’s easy to transfer money between your Patelco accounts, as well as to your external accounts, to your loans, and to other people.

To make a transfer between your Patelco accounts or to another member with online banking, select the TRANSFERS widget.

To transfer money to your external account at another financial institution, select MORE… on the left side, and then select the MONEYLINK-24 widget.

To transfer money to pay one of your Patelco loans, select the TRANSFERS widget. Choose your payment account, and then choose which loan to pay. We’ll automatically display options like your minimum payment due.

To transfer money to other people, select MORE… on the left side, and then select the POPMONEY widget. If you haven’t used PopMoney before, just select Get Started and we’ll help you set up your account for PopMoney.